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The Climate Caper and the RAT Scheme. 
The Climate Caper 
 
Another book written by a senior Australian Scientist, Garth Paltridge, is about to 
published by the same people who published Ian Plimer’s best seller “Heaven and 
Earth”.  
 
This is what the publisher has to say: 
“So you think the theory of disastrous climate change has been proved! You believe that scientists are united in 
their efforts to force the nations of the world to reduce their carbon emissions! You imagine perhaps that 
scientists are far too professional to overstate their case! 
   “Maybe we should all think again. In his book The Climate Caper, with a light touch and nicely readable 
manner, Professor Paltridge shows that the case for action against climate change is not nearly so certain as is 
presented to politicians and the public. He leads us through the massive uncertainties which are inherently part of 
the ‘climate modelling process’; he examines the even greater uncertainties associated with economic forecasts 
of climatic doom; and he discusses in detail the conscious and sub-conscious forces operating to ensure that 
scepticism within the scientific community is kept from the public eye. 
   “It seems that governments are indeed becoming captive to a scientific and technological elite – an elite which 
is achieving its ends by manipulating fear of climate change into the world’s greatest example of a religion for 
the politically correct.” 
 
I have not yet read The Climate Caper” but Ray Evans has, and had this to say:  
“Having read the manuscript I can endorse this book without reservation. It is written by a scientist who was at 
the top of the scientific establishment in Australia, and who saw at first hand the intellectual corruption which 
went hand in hand with government funding of science "research".   
 
“The book is written in a whimsical style, reminiscent of P G Wodehouse, and is difficult to put down.”  
 
About the author 
Emeritus Professor Garth Paltridge is an atmospheric physicist and was a Chief Research Scientist with the 
CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Research before taking up positions in Tasmania as Director of the Institute of 
Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies and CEO of the Antarctic Cooperative Research Centre.  
 
He retired in 2002 and continues to live in Hobart. He is an Honorary Research Fellow at the University of 
Tasmania and a Visiting Fellow at the Australian National University. 
 
His research ranged from the optimum design of plants to the economics of climate forecasting. He is best 
known internationally for work on atmospheric radiation and the theoretical basis of climate. He is a fellow of 
the Australian Academy of Science.  
 
He was in industry for a while as Director of the Environmental Executive of the Institute of Petroleum. He spent 
various separate years overseas in postings concerned with research or research administration - in the UK, 
Geneva, New Mexico, Colorado and Washington D.C. In Geneva he was involved in the early development of 
the World Climate Program. In Washington he was with the US National Climate Program Office at the time of 
the establishment of the IPCC. 
 
To order :  
http://www.connorcourt.com/catalog1/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=29&products_id=113 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Please assist us to spread this newsletter around. Send it anywhere. This year will 
see the crisis for Global Warming, and the ringleaders will use any tactic and tell any 
tale, make any promise, or horse-trade any compromise to get their destructive 
legislation onto the books. We must prevent passage of ANY such legislation. 
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“The RAT Scheme will destroy jobs,  jobs,  jobs. ”  
 

A statement/letter by Mr Viv Forbes, Chairman of the Carbon Sense Coalition. 
13 June 2009 

 
Any politician interested in preserving Australian jobs must vote against “The Carbon 
Pollution Reduction Scheme”. It will not change the climate, it will do nothing useful 
for the planet and it will destroy real jobs faster than green jobs can be created.  
 
This deceptively misnamed bill is not about “carbon” nor about “pollution reduction” – 
it is designed to Ration and Tax human production of carbon dioxide (CO2). It is 
correctly named “the Carbon Dioxide Ration and Tax Scheme” or “the RAT Scheme” 
for short. 
 
There is no human activity or business that produces zero carbon dioxide – every 
activity (even sleeping on the job) produces CO2, either directly or indirectly. And for 
Australia’s chief industries, there is no feasible alternative on the horizon. Electricity 
generation, transport and tourism, agriculture and food processing, mining and 
mineral processing, infrastructure and construction, forestry and fishing, metals and 
cement, electronics and appliances – all depend for most of their energy on hydro-
carbons – coal, oil and gas.  
 
Even with a crash-through program of investment in alternative energy, the base load 
power will still be required, with boilers charged and staff on standby to cope with the 
many times when there is neither sun nor wind energy available. Given time and the 
political will, nuclear power could take up base-load power generation (at higher 
costs). But that looks unlikely to occur any time soon. 
  
The first thing the RAT Scheme will do is establish a “cap” - a ration or limit on the 
production of CO2. (The exact level of the cap, and the base reference year will 
apparently be set using a roulette wheel in Penny Wong’s office.)  
 

 
A Carbon Energy Ration Card from an Earlier Era. 

 
 
The whole purpose of the cap is to force Australia’s backbone industries to reduce 
production of CO2 (unless of course they are exempted, but that would make the 
whole exercise even more pointless and unfair than it is now). There are no real 
alternatives available in many applications (solar aircraft? wind powered trucks? 
geothermal fishing trawlers?) Thus the cap must thus reduce production.  
 
This throttling of our key industries by way of Emi ssion ration permits will 
cause the first round of job layoffs. 
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Then comes the tax whammy.  
 
Most industries will have to pay for their cap entitlement – ie they have to pay to do 
what they have previously been doing for free. Even after they have paid for 
production up to their rationed entitlement, any business which wishes to return to its 
pre-Rat scheme production levels (above the cap), must buy new ration permits in a 
speculative Emissions Permit market.  This is another tax which has to be recovered 
from customers, other businesses or shareholders.  
 
The first law of fiscal policy is this: “If you tax something, less of it will be produced.” 
This is the real aim of the RAT Scheme and it will achieve that aim. 
 
There are always marginal businesses in all industries. An increase in taxes will 
cause a few of them to close their doors or move to a more enlightened country. And 
there are always nervous bankers ready to pull the plug because of the extra risk in 
the speculative carbon trading market. 
 
In the green new world there is also no room for new projects or new jobs in 
traditional industries – any new project will need to force closure of an old project by 
buying its Ration permits on the market. 
 
These new and uncertain taxes on existing productio n will cause the second 
round of job losses.  
 
Even those businesses that survive the production cap, the ration fee and the excess 
carbon tax, will be forced to increase their prices to recoup the extra costs. This 
makes them less able to compete with imports in the Australian market, or with other 
exporters in the world market. Countries such as India, China, Brazil and South 
Africa, who have no intention of embracing the shackles of a RAT Scheme, will be 
the chief beneficiaries. Overseas is where the real new jobs will be created. 
 
This unfair competition from foreign firms will cau se the third round of jobs 
layoffs. 
 
To date we have only looked at things from the perspective of existing industry.  
 
There is also a whole gamut of global warming policies that will directly or indirectly 
subsidize regulators, inspectors, auditors, lawyers, bankers, carbon traders, 
international conferences, and the manufacture and operation of subsidised facilities 
such as wind farms, solar arrays, carbon forests and facilities granted exemptions 
from the costs everyone else must bear.  
 
The second law of fiscal policy is this: “If you subsidise something, you will get more 
of it”. 
 
We will thus get more of these costly subsidised things – the Climate Change 
Industry looks like becoming the biggest industry in the world. It will compete with 
real industry for materials, labour and rationed energy, but will not put cheaper food 
on our plate, cheaper or more reliable electricity into the grid or make a net 
contribution to tax revenue.  
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The growing costs of the Climate Change Industry mu st filter back to the real 
economy, causing more job layoffs.  
 
Three places in the world have already tested the Green Job Creation Myth – Spain 
and Denmark with massive wind and solar power developments and California which 
tries to lead the world in everything green. 
 
All three have seen loss of jobs as industries close or relocate because of costly or 
unreliable electricity supply. A recent study in Spain has concluded that more than 2 
real jobs were destroyed for every green job created. In addition Spain has 17% 
unemployment, electricity shortages, and power costs up by from 30% (homes) to 
100% (businesses). Denmark is selling unreliable wind power at a loss, and 
California’s climate madness has caused a huge loss of jobs and tax revenue. 
 
Surely Australia can learn from the mistakes of others and refuse to pass this 
dangerous legislation. 
 
For more information on Green Job destruction in Spain see:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzFlO6Bk-C0&feature= player_embedded   
 
 
Viv Forbes  Chairman  
The Carbon Sense Coalition 
MS 23 Rosewood  Qld Australia 4340   
0754 640 533   info@carbon-sense.com 
 
 

 
Patronise Burger King 


